
By far the most popular screen that we’ve ever made, the Zero Edge® frame style was created to give the 
screen an aesthetic appeal for the first time ever.

5 ZERO EDGE®

®

Standard matte white vs. 
Short Throw material shown

Slate 1.2 Slate .8 Slate Perf. 1.2 Slate Perf. .8 Short Throw (ST) .6

Pure White 1.3 Pure Gray .85 Pure White Perf. 1.3 Pure Gray Perf. .85 Maestro White 1.1



®
It is Kind of
a Big Deal
Contrast Enhancement
Mankind is no longer forced to turn the lights off to enjoy the 
big screen experience. Zero Edge® with Slate® rejects up to 
65% of the ambient light in your environment which allows 
you to leave the lights on when watching the game, movies, 
playing video games, and more. 

A Really Big Deal
5 Series Zero Edge® is available in sizes up to 200-inches 
diagonally, without a seam. Even with all that size, we have 
nearly eliminated logistics concerns such as elevators and 
other tight spaces due to our packaging methods which 
allows a 200-inch screen to break down into a 13-inch tall by 
110-inch long box.

Zero Edge® Frame Style
Minimizing the 3.5” bezel down to a mere 3/8” bezel creates 
a more aesthetically pleasing look, and allows projection 
screens, for the first time ever, to be incorporated into the 
design of a room. Since we created the category, Zero Edge® 
has been a fan-favorite of designers, home integrators and 
end-users alike.

LED Backlighting
Aside from looking really cool, our LED backlighting option 
on Zero Edge® can actually improve your viewing experience. 
On large screens transitions from dark to bright scenes 
can cause eye strain as your iris struggles to quickly open 
and close. Backlighting helps to ease these transitions by 
providing a more consistent viewing experience.

Materials

Slate / Short Throw** / Maestro / Pure Slate 
Perf. / Pure Perf. 

Aspect Ratios

16:9 / 16:10 / 2.35:1 / 17:9 / Custom  

Frame

• Aluminum extrusion with 3/8ths inch 
“Zero Edge” style bezel

• Optional LED backlighting system

Sizes*

• Max: 200” (5,080mm) in 16:9
• Max: 250” (6,350mm) in 2.35:1
• Available in 1-inch increments

Installation/Adjustment

Can be shipped unassembled requiring 
some assembly, or preassembled up to 
133-inches.

* All sizes are measured diagonally. Some 
materials may be limited in size. All 
dimensions are listed as seamless.

**Rigid panel only.


